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WHAT ARE THE 
GLOBAL GOALS? 
This photo pack is based on the UN Global Goals for 
Sustainable Development. 

The seventeen SDGs (also called the Global 
Goals) reflect the commitment made by Ireland 
and nearly two hundred other countries to end 
poverty, fight inequality and tackle climate change, 
while ensuring that no one is left behind. Since 
the Global Goals were launched in 2015, there 

has been considerable progress in some of the 
seventeen goals, but other areas lag behind 
targets. In Ireland there has been an increasing 
interest in the SDGs, with many schools, 
local authorities and civil society organisations 
integrating the goals into their work.

The Global Goals and Trócaire
The Global Goals inform and shape Trócaire’s programmes in the countries where we work. This photo 
pack features images from communities supported by Trócaire in Somalia, Guatemala, Palestine and 
Zimbabwe. For up-to-date information about Trócaire’s work in these countries, please visit trocaire.org.

The Global Goals are integral to Trócaire’s public engagement and global citizenship education work in 
Ireland. We want everyone in Ireland to be aware of the Global Goals and to work actively towards their 
achievement.

Making the Global Goals Accessible to Young Children
This pack aims to make the Global Goals 
accessible to children aged three to six. The pack 
frames the Global Goals in a positive way, focusing 
on the fundamental human rights and justice 
issues underpinning each goal; therefore, language 
such as ‘We want everyone to have …’ is used. 
On page 3 the Global Goals are outlined using 

early childhood wording. Some related goals have 
been grouped together as one goal. The photos 
in the pack provide positive images of people and 
communities working together towards the Global 
Goals, while also illustrating that we still have a lot 
of work to do to ensure that the goals are fulfilled 
for everyone in our shared world.
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We want everyone 
to have the things 
they need to live

We want everyone 
to have good, 
healthy food

We want everyone 
to be well and to 
feel good about 
themselves

We want all 
children to be able 
to go to school

We want girls and 
boys to have equal 
chances

We want everyone 
to have clean water

We want clean 
energy for all

We want people to have good jobs and to be 
paid fairly for their work

We want our communities to be clean and 
green

We want to protect 
our planet

We want to look after all animals and plants

We want peace for 
everyone

We want to work 
together for the 
Global Goals

CARD C

CARD D

CARD E

CARD F

CARD G

CARD H

CARD I

CARD J

CARD K
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The Global Goals and the 
Early Childhood Curriculum
This photo pack supports the principles and themes of 
Aistear: the Early Childhood Curriculum Framework, and the 
Northern Ireland Pre-School curriculum. 

Well-being
Children will develop and nurture 
their sense of wonder and awe 
about the world. They will be 
active global citizens, 
caring for themselves 
and for all life on our 
shared planet.

Identity and belonging
Children will appreciate a 
diversity of home environments, 

cultures and backgrounds. 
They will develop a 

sense of human 
rights and social 
justice. 

Communicating
Children will express 
themselves creatively 
and imaginatively in 
response to the Global Goals, 
using verbal and non-verbal 
communication skills.

Exploring  
and thinking

Children will learn to 
observe and make sense 

of the world. They will develop 
curiosity about distant localities 
and will be open to new ideas.

Each photocard contains three sections: 
‘About the Photo’, ‘Talk About’ and ‘Suggested 
Activities’. As the photo pack aims to support 
child-led, inquiry-based learning, the discussion 
questions and activities should not be viewed in a 
prescriptive way. Instead, they should be seen as 
jumping-off points that can be adapted to suit the 
emerging interests of the children you work with. 
Links to Aistear and to the Northern Ireland Pre-
School curriculum are included on each photocard.

Although the photo pack is aimed at early 
childhood audiences, it can be adapted for use at 
junior primary level. Junior primary teachers may 
wish to access Trócaire primary resources. 

Please visit the Trócaire development education 
webpages for additional early childhood 
resources, including materials exploring further 
the lives of some of the children featured in this 
resource. 

Tips for working with the photos in this resource
• When introducing a photo of a child, refer to the child’s name, age and home community as 

specifically as possible. This helps to guard against stereotyping.

• Use open-ended statements (‘I wonder …’) when exploring the photos.

• Invite children to identify similarities between their own lives and the lives of the children in the 
photo, in terms of daily routines, food, families and play.

• Use similarities as a starting point for introducing difference. Encourage children to feel comfortable 
with different ways of life. Emphasise that there is diversity within Ireland as well as globally. 
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